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28th Edition of AERO Friedrichshafen 

gearing up for the future of general aviation

As the world’s leading general aviation show, the 28th AERO Friedrichshafen is playing  
a major part in defining the direction which general aviation will take in the future.

AERO Friedrichshafen is the world’s leading show for innovations. The presentation of 
new products guarantees, that opinion leaders and industry stakeholders will be there.

For us, as the organizer, this is an obligation and our motivation. Our paramount  
goal is to strengthen the importance of GA at the social and political level.

35,000 visitors from 60 countries – 60% of whom hold a pilot’s license – make  
AERO Friedrichshafen a global hot spot for the General Aviation Community every year.

Each year 600 journalists on-site report about trends and developments in general 
aviation and about the latest products from over 750 exhibitors from 40 countries.

The over 320 aircraft on show cover a spectrum ranging from fast ultralights  
and passenger aircraft to helicopters and exclusive business jets. 

The latest trends in avionics and propulsion technology are also on display at  
AERO Friedrichshafen, as are career opportunities and pilot training.

AERO Friedrichshafen has become an essential annual gathering, not only for 
manufacturers themselves but also for the supply chain and engineering sector.

That’s why we’re very much looking forward to welcoming you to Lake  
Constance as an exhibitor in 2020.
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AERO Conferences



AERO Conferences

Industry talks  
at eye level

Sharing is Caring. At AERO Friedrichshafen, respected  
speakers will be sharing their professional knowledge at  
more than 200 talks, workshops and symposiums.  
Representatives of state agencies, industry associations  
and manufacturers will be providing exclusive insights into  
the industry and setting new standards.  
Apart from sharing knowledge, the AERO Conferences are  
the perfect networking platform because industry players  
from all over the world will be here.

The AERO Conference program will be  
available in the end of February 2020 at  
www.aero-expo.com 
(Supporting Program / AERO Conferences)



A must for every pilot: on Avionics Avenue, leading manu-
facturers will be presenting their new cockpit products.  
Apart from the latest flight control and radar systems, 
exhibitors will be offering solutions for aircraft management 
and communication. Accompanying this, the Headset Test 
Area will give visitors the chance to test the latest aviation 
headsets for themselves. The Garmin Seminar room will  
be another major draw. The manufacturer will be informing 
visitors about current developments and present navigation 
trends at Garmin.

Avionics Avenue 

Amazing technology



Avionics Avenue



Engine Area



In collaboration with the aviation journal fliegermagazin,  
the Engine Area will be displaying the broad spectrum  
of aircraft engines. All developments will be on display –  
from traditional to highly efficient and from combustion 
engines to sustainable fuels. To complement the exhibition, 
visitors can also look forward to a high quality lecture  
program on the subject of propulsion technology as part  
of the AERO Conferences.

Engine Area

The heart of an aircraft

Sponsored by 



Who’s next? To make it easier for the next generation to get 
into general aviation, AERO Friedrichshafen offers young people 
a comprehensive information platform. In the Be a Pilot Area, 
colleges and flying schools can introduce their offers and jobs 
for future engineers will also be presented. No matter whether 
it’s in the cockpit or in technical development – the aviation 
industry has a huge amount to offer.

Be a pilot / AEROCareer

Dream careers for 
high flyers 

Sponsored by 



be a pilot



flight simulator area



For professional pilots, it’s their workplace. For those who 
have only ever flown as a passenger, flight simulators open 
up a whole new world. Following the great success of the 
Flight Simulator Area, this part of AERO Friedrichshafen has 
continued to grow, exhibiting more and more professional 
simulators approved for pilot training. This way, experienced 
professional pilots can test-fly new aircraft, while newcomers 
can try out their first flight. The suppliers of simulator 
manufacturers will also be showing their latest products  
and developments.

FLIGHT SIMULATOR AREA

Change your perspective  
at the touch of a button

Sponsored by 

  



Electromobility is becoming increasingly important,  
both on the road and in the air. The progress being made  
in the areas of electronics and battery capacity will be  
at the e-flight-expo in Hall A7. A key focus will be on the 
exhibition showing e-powered training aircraft.

E-Flight-Expo / evtol

Firmly focused on  
the future of aviation 

Sponsored by 



E-Flight-Expo / evtol



Helicopter Hangar



Helicopter Hangar 

Aviation’s worker bees

Helicopters are used for many different purposes. Apart from air rescue,  
they are also an indispensable feature of aerial work, police deployments  
and personal transport. In cooperation with the German Helicopter  
Association (DHV), the Helicopter Hangar will be showing a vast range  
of different helicopters, including ultralight models for private individuals.  
At the 2020 show, the DHV will also be organizing a conference on  
the subject of helicopters at the Heli-Forum. There also will be a 4 day  
conference program on various subjects of the Helicopter Industry. 

Supported by 



AERODrones / UAS Expo

Drones used by emergency 
and security services

In future, more and more drones will be used for a wide range 
of tasks. Class G airspace in particular will see significant 
growth in this area. That is why AERO Friedrichshafen is oper-
ating as an interface between unmanned and manned aviation 
and promoting dialogue between the two. One point is of great 
importance – especially for authorities and organizations which 
are involved in emergency and security: As a valuable comple-
ment to helicopters and operation vehicles, drones can provide 
support in an enormous range of tasks such as surveillance  
or documentation.

AERO
DRONES



DRONES



Business Avation



With its static display, AERO FRIEDRICHSHAFEN offers the perfect  
platform for business aviation. The proximity to Friedrichshafen Airport 
offers an enormous location advantage because aircraft can arrive and 
depart easily, saving customers a considerable amount of time.

Leaders and vendors of small and medium-sized corporate jets  
appreciate the intimate atmosphere at Lake Constance.

Business aviation

EFFICIENT, INNOVATIVE AND 
HIGHLY consumer-oriented



BUSINESS Aviation conference

Be part of it
The Business Aviation Conference will be held for the second  
time in 2020 in cooperation with the German Business Aviation 
Association (GBAA) and will explore and discuss the latest 
issues in the sector.

The schedule and content of the AERO Business Aviation  
Conference will be available at the end of February 2020  
at www.aero-expo.com
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In cooperation with



BUSINESS Aviation conference



UL / VLA / LSA



In recent years, the ultralight segment, with its spectrum of different  
aircraft and its innovative power, has had a major influence on general  
aviation and thus also on AERO. Innovative topics such as lightweight  
construction or electric propulsion types contribute greatly to boosting  
general aviation’s image as a future-oriented industry. At the coming  
AERO, this area will be located in Halls B1 to B4, forming the essential  
backbone of our trade show.

UL / VLA / LSA

AERO Friedrichshafen’s 
backbone



Your AERO Ground Staff

the global shows for general aviation

Roland Bosch 
Head of AERO 
Member of the Board of Directors 
Tel. +49 7541 708-358 
Fax. +49 7541 708-110 
roland.bosch@messe-fn.de

Tobias Bretzel 
Show Director 
Tel. +49 7541 708-365 
Fax. +49 7541 708-110 
tobias.bretzel@messe-fn.de

Stephanie Beiswenger 
Project Coordinator 
Tel. +49 7541 708-414 
Fax. +49 7541 708-110 
stephanie.beiswenger@messe-fn.de

Tamara Blaschke   
Project Coordinator 
Tel. +49 7541 708-367 
Fax. +49 7541 708-110 
tamara.blaschke@messe-fn.de



Hall A1 
Light Sport, Indoor 
Camping Area

Hall A2  
AERODrones / UAS Expo

Foyer West 
AERO South Africa 
AERO Conferences 
Be a pilot, BodenseeAIRea

Halls B1 – B4 
UL, VLA, LSA, Gyrocopter

Hall B5 
Helicopter Hangar 

Halls A3 – A5 
Business Aviation 
Aircraft MTOW > 600 kg 
Engine Area, Maintenance, 
Suppliers 

Hall A6 
Avionics Avenue,  
Flight Simulator Area 

Static Display Area 
Business Aviation 

Hall A7 
e-flight-expo, eVTOL

Foyer East 
AERO Conferences

AERO 2020
Hall Overview

Zeppelin Hangar 

Pilot’s Entrance

Static Display Area

Entrance East
Foyer East
Conference Center East

Entrance West
Foyer West
Conference Center West

Hall A2

Hall A3

Hall A4

Hall A5

Hall A6

Hall A7
Hall B1

Hall B2

Hall B3

Hall B4

Hall B5

Hall A1



www.aero-expo.com

VISITOR SERVICE

Tel.: +49 7541 708-5887
Fax: +49 7541 708-2404
visitors@messe-fn.de

EXHIBITOR SERVICE

Tel.: +49 7541 708-367/414
Fax: +49 7541 708-110
aero@messe-fn.de

Tourist Information Friedrichshafen
Tel.: +49 7541 30010
messe@ti.friedrichshafen.de

RESERVATION & TRAVEL SERVICE


